We propose a SPAM (simultaneous planning and mapping) technique for a manipulator-type robot working in an uncertain environment via a novel Best Next Move algorithm. Demands for a smart decision to move a manipulator such as humanoid arms in uncertain or crowded environments call for a simultaneous planning and mapping technique. In the present work, we focus more on rapid map generation rather than global path search to reduce ignorance level of a given environment. The motivation is that the global path quality will be improved as the ignorance level of the unknown environment decreases. The 3D sensor introduced in the previous work has been improved for better mapping capability and the real-time rehearsal idea is used for -space cloud point generation. Captured cloud points by 3D sensors, then, create an instantaneous -space map whereby the Best Next Move algorithm directs the local motion of the manipulator. The direction of the Best Next Move utilizes the gradient of the density distribution of the -nearest-neighborhood sets in -space. It has a tendency of traveling along the direction by which the point clouds spread in space, thus rendering faster mapping of -space obstacles possible. The proposed algorithm is compared with a sensor-based algorithm such as sensor-based RRT for performance comparison. Performance measures, such as mapping efficiency, search time, and total number of -space point clouds, are reported as well. Possible applications include semiautonomous telerobotics planning and humanoid arm path planning.
Introduction
Manipulator motion planning in unknown environments is a challenging task in path planning study. For a manipulator path planning with a complete environmental model, the notion of completeness and optimality often becomes a main issue of discussion. For unknown environments, however, optimal path finding becomes difficult due to the uncertainty in environments. The focus of question lies rather in the probabilistic convergence to the goal point or planning in difficult areas to deal with high level of uncertainty. From the standpoint of implementation, however, both sides rigorously use configuration space approach to benefit from mathematical advantages. Sensor-based motion planning is the most common approach when it comes to unknown environment planning problems. Among many attempts in this group is the Lumelsky, [1] [2] [3] which demonstrated an algorithm that guarantees convergence if a path exits or terminates in a limited time for up to 3 DOF Cartesian robot. Monotonicity plays an important role in the proof of convergence. Various heuristic strategies have been introduced in unknown environment planning, while Voronoi graph search or polygon manipulation for a closed form solution have been studied in the model based planning [4] . Among many in the latter is the Schwartz and Sharir's work [5] to obtain a closed-form path planning solution in 3-DOF workspace. For simplicity, polygon models are used as a real-world representation. The complexity of the exact solution, however, becomes ( ∧ (2 ∧ + )) when is the number of obstacle edges and is the number of degrees of freedom. Due to the exponential increase in complexity as the number of obstacles grows, it only served as a proof of existence of the solution. As a result, manipulator motion planning in higher-order DOF is known as either PSAPCE-hard or NEXSPACE-hard, and only-probabilistic-sampling based approaches demonstrated success for path search and convergence. Among those that are successful is the random preprocessing [6] , which paved a road for a fast and practical path solution in higher DOF 2 ISRN Robotics manipulator planning problems. In random preprocessing, the preprocessor distributes random seeds in free -space followed by a query session to check connectivity between each seed. Only a few algorithms especially with probabilisticsampling-based approaches are reported successful for more than 3 DOF revolutionary joint robots due to the level of complexity in unknown environments. However, for a planning with a complete model, discovering a shortest path or an optimal path has been the primary subject of study. For example, optimal path planning strategies of a mobile robot or a group of robots have been studied in [7, 8] . In addition, in [9] , an optimal configuration of dynamically moving vehicles to maintain connectivity has been tackled.
However, due to the limited sensing range or visual occlusion caused by today's sensing devices, an optimal path planning for a manipulator in unknown environments is either hindered or limited. Therefore, trends in this area are moving toward a rapid map generation strategy in local motion and, thus, achieve optimality in global path search with better environmental information. That is, if a planner can produce a global map rapidly with an appropriate local strategy, an optimal path planning would be more attainable in unknown environments. Therefore, we focus, in this paper, on an expeditious mapping strategy of an unknown environment rather than on a global path search strategy alone.
For mobile robot navigations in unknown environments, SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) is a wellknown approach for path planning. In SLAM, mobile robot tracking by probabilistic approaches is the point of study. Kalman filter has been proved to be a useful tool in SLAM study. Kalman gain optimization by minimizing the error in the a posteriori state estimation has been largely studied. The most common form is the EKF by which a nonlinear system estimation becomes feasible [10] . When it comes to a probabilistic path planning for a manipulator-type robot, localization is not an issue, but mapping is still important for planning purpose since planning can only take place as the ignorance level of the environment reduces over time. Sensorbased motion planning is the main stream in unknown environment planning studies. Sequential mapping of a local area followed by a local path planning is a natural step in sensor-based motion planning algorithm. In [11] , a novel framework for an unknown environment path planning of manipulator type robots is proposed. The framework proposed is a sensor-based planner composed of a sequence of multiple MBPs (model based planners) in the notion of cognitive planning using real-time rehearsal.
In [12] , -space entropy is examined for planning and exploration to guide a robot with an eye-in-hand sensor system. Natural planning and expanding steps of the -space are repeated in the paper for an unknown environment path planning. However, the eye-in-hand sensor has limitations in reporting collisions or -space mapping capability in realtime due to visual occlusion. Other studies on sensor based planning of manipulators include [13] , where an avoidance ability for redundant manipulators is studied with a moving camera on the ceiling. Trajectory planning for a redundant mobile manipulator is studied using avoidance manipulability concept [14] . In the paper, manipulability is the point of study for collision avoidance to select the best path from a multitude available configurations depending on the singularity and manipulability ellipsoid. A kinematic analysis of local or global motion planning for manipulators has been also studied in the notion of singularity for redundant robots as well [15, 16] . Topological analysis in conjunction with a singularity concern for a redundant manipulator deals with the study on critical point surfaces in -space. The study implies that a manipulator has to stay in a continuous c-sheet to avoid a singularity, which means that a motion planning with inverse kinematic concern is neither robust nor efficient due to the singularity problem as well as limited utilization of a given -space.
As a result, in a real-time manipulator motion planning especially for unknown environments, the majority of the manipulator planning schemes we investigated are either hindered by sensor configurations or by motion constraints due to singularity problem. That is, inverse kinematics, if incorporated in the process of motion planning, renders the overall planner unstable or less robust. A more flexible sensor configuration for maximum sensibility is, therefore, in essential need.
To that end, we proposed a skin-type sensor made out of a camera with 3D depth sensing capability [17] . Compared to the previous work, the sensor quality in depth measurement has been improved [18] and the real-time rehearsal idea is used in this work for -space cloud point generation. However, the effort to advance the previous work is focused primarily on rapid map generation via simultaneous planning and mapping (SPAM) capability. For a rapid map building and path planning, we use the skin-type sensors that completely encompass the entire body of a manipulator. Such sensor can generate real-time point clouds of obstacles, thereby making a real-time local -space construction feasible. However, an appropriate guidance algorithm that extends the capability of the skin-type sensor for rapid map generation is an essential need. To that end, we use a 3D point cloud registration method as a possible guidance algorithm for manipulator's local motion.
3D point cloud registration calls for various descriptors for object recognition [19] . We take an advantage of the benefit of such registration processes as a guidance method of a manipulator in a partially constructed -space environment. Amongst many registration methods, is the group averaging features (GAFs), an invariant feature for registration [20] , in which a gradient of the density distribution is used to log essential features for point cloud registration.
We discuss the rationale of why and how we utilize the steps for the invariant feature extraction method for sensorbased motion planning in Section 2. We discuss the results of comparison of the proposed algorithm with other sensorbased planning algorithms as well. Performance indices used for comparison include mapping efficiency, search time, and total number of -space point clouds. Improved performances are reported for the proposed algorithm.
Best Next Move Planner
Due to the higher-order complexity of a manipulator-type robot path planning problem, a model-based probabilistic sampling approach is the most common in planning society. Several sampling-based path planners are reported to be complete so that they either find a path if one exists or terminate otherwise in a limited time. Manipulator path planning in unknown environments, however, is challenging in that neither the path optimality nor the planner's completeness can be guaranteed. Gradual but rapid construction of aspace map, if feasible, seems to be the only promising strategy in unknown environments.
-space mapping especially in a crowded environment is the most daunting task in manipulator path planning though. In [21] , Best Next View in conjunction with a sensorbased roadmap planner is used for object recognition. Object recognition by BNV is done by the concept of detecting key events in the set of range data such as discontinuity of the range data of the scene. This key event is used to drive the local motion of the manipulator to reduce the ignorance level of the given space. Similarly, we propose the Best Next Move algorithm as a guidance of the robot's local motion in uncertain environments.
Our definition of the Best Next Move in the notion of manipulator motion planning is the move of a point automaton along the direction that enables further collection of environmental information rather than finding a path to the goal. The motivation is that the more complete -space map a planner can generate, the better the chance for convergence to the goal. Since the 3D point cloud registration method calls for rapid point cloud identification and collection of a 3D shape, it leads to the rapid mapping of a workspace environment, thus enabling the Best Next Move in each step of the motion planning.
When it comes to an unknown environment manipulator motion planning, two subjects have to be addressed in parallel: map construction and navigation for convergence. The objective of each subject is set as shown below:
(1) map construction: local navigation for maximum mapping capability. (2) goal convergence: probabilistic search completeness.
For the first task, we propose a combinatory motion planning of sampling-based search and the point cloud registration inspired approach to determine the Best Next Move (BNM) of the local motion. In this paper, we define the BNM as a direction that enables obtaining maximum geometric information of -space obstacles, thus maximizing the mapping capability. Group Average Feature method, one of the 3D point cloud registration methods provides a strategy to navigate around a set of point cloud to register the uniqueness of a 3D object, thus providing an effective object recognition. We generate the BNM path for a local motion using the navigation strategy of the GAF method. To that end, first, we collect point cloud data by 3D depth sensors attached on the manipulator as shown in Figure 1 . Second, we generate -space point clouds by real-time rehearsal using a model-based planning algorithm. Finally, we apply the GAF navigation strategy to determine the BNM path for a local motion.
For the first step, a skin-type sensor (see Figure 2 (a)) is developed and tested for its usefulness to verify the proposed planner. The sensor developed is a novel short-range 3D depth sensor based on multiple intensity differentiation method [18] . The sensor is able to simultaneously calculate 3D depth and the surface normal of an object to generate highquality 3D surfaces with an illumination intensity matrix obtained from two adjacent light sources. A 3D representation of a human hand is presented in the Figure 2(b) as an example.
In order to maximize the benefit of the GAF point cloud registration scheme, we propose a directional navigation of the point automaton in -space in a way similar to that of how the kernel function extracts 3D features. As shown in Figure 1 , collision shield is formed so that point clouds of all the obstacles in the workspace will be collected at an instance such that
where is the workspace, the number of points collected by all sensors, and the sensor identifier. For a given set of joint space variables 1 , 2 , . . . , , the forward kinematic model provides a transformation matrix such that
where is the rotational matrix and is the translational vector for each th link, respectively. One example is shown for a two-link manipulator in Figure 3 . Then by the forward kinematics, , the th point cloud vector in work space coordinate becomes
Now, for a given point cloud set, , at an instance, we create a local -space point cloud, , in real time using RRT (rapid expanding random tree), one of model-based planning algorithms, such that RRT → , so that,
where is the -space for the robot, k, the degree of freedom of the -space, and M, the number of point clouds produced by the mapping process. For the RRT mapping process and to obtain , we propose a virtual -space sensor model with which the point automaton in -space senses -space obstacles. The virtual sensor in -space is assumed to have a sensing range, r, and FOV (field of view), thus it forms a hyperconical sensing range in n-DOF -space (see Figure 5 ). is a collection of configurations ( 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) that causes collision between a robot and by RRT mapping at each step. Now we define an "intensity function" : → C indicating the presence of the points in -space.
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The gradient of the function is then:
To get an intuition for the meaning of the density gradient and the effect of the magnitude of , please refer to [19] . For point cloud registration, they further develop kernel functions for object identification. We use the most dominant gradient vector as a BNM path to direct the local motion of the point automaton in -space. Then, the planner will steer the point automaton along the most dominant gradient to maximize exploration capability, thus rapidly navigating around -space obstacles for map generation. The planner may look similar to the potential field planner to some degree because it steers the robot along the gradient of the cloud density. However, it is different in that it does not always move away from the obstacle, but it has tendency to travel along the direction by which the point clouds spread in space. This feature renders a rapid mapping of a -space obstacle possible.
The point cloud data format in -space, then, becomes as follows:
Total framework of the proposed SPAM cycle is shown in Figure 4 . Note that no inverse kinematics is involved for the planner; thus, the algorithm is simple and robust. A detail algorithm of -space mapping is shown in Algorithm 1.
in the above algorithm is the standard distance distribution as shown below:
Collision check takes place in the virtual workspace by comparing ROBOT ( ), the workspace occupied by the robot model, and , the point clouds of workspace obstacles. A detail algorithm of path planning is shown in Algorithm 2.
The ending condition of the "while" loop in Algorithm 2 provides the search completeness via space filling. Search continues until either the goal is found, or SDD of the free -space is too dense (< ); thus, no more exploration is meaningful (Figure 8 ). The SPAM cycle is composed of two parallel processes with 5 main functions. In -space mapping, the main area of work is to convert the workspace point clouds into -space point clouds by RRT (rapid growing random tree) technique. Based on the registered -space point clouds in the mapping process, the BNM path planner will guide the robot to the direction along the gradient of the intensity function. An intuitive view of the BNM algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , the BNM algorithm has a tendency of directing the point automaton to glide along the surface of -space objects. This tendency of the algorithm allows a rapid search of an object surface thus, rendering a systematic unknown environment exploration feasible. For the global motion of the point automaton, we utilized a simple RRT function in conjunction with the local motion by BNM algorithm. The second "if " condition check in the while loop in Algorithm 2 above is where the global motion takes place.
Simulation Results
In order to test the proposed algorithm, we set up a 2-DOF revolutionary link robot as a testbed for simulation. Each link is assumed to be equipped with IPA sensors so that the entire body is covered by a collision shield. Two algorithms are tested for comparison: sensor-based RRT (see [11] for more This measure is useful since it indicates how fast the algorithm reveals collision-free spaces. The mapping efficiency is defined as below:
Mapping efficiency = % of map built No. of point clouds in -space (9) Simulations are done by a Pentium dual core desktop with 2 GB memory. With the sensor-based RRT algorithm, about 45% of the -space map is constructed ( Figure 6 ) until the target is reached. Notice that the overall search time is about twice as much as the planning by the BNM algorithm. On the contrary, in the second test, BNM algorithm demonstrated about 82% achievement of the -space construction upon the termination (see Figure 7 ). In the magnified window on the right, one can see the red dots that depict 12th -nearest neighborhood by which the surface of the -space obstacle is identified. Note that the direction of the gradient of the density function goes along the direction parallel to the 12th -nearest-neighborhood point cloud in -space. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a SPAM (simultaneous planning and mapping) technique for a manipulator-type robot working in an uncertain environment via a Best Next Move algorithm. Motivation is that better map construction capability assures higher success ratio for the convergence to the goal. BNM algorithm offers a means toward SPAM of the manipulator planning in uncertain environments, thus improving mapping and planning capability at the same time. For rapid map building and path planning, we use a 3D depth camera based skin-type sensors that completely encompass the entire body of a manipulator. Captured cloud points by 3D sensors create an instantaneous -space map whereby a Best Next Move algorithm guides the local motion of the manipulator. As shown in Table 1 , BNM not only creates aspace map with higher mapping efficiency, but also it directs the point automaton to the goal twice as faster as the sensorbased RRT algorithm in average.
